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The Sikorsky UH-60L Black Hawk is an upgrade to the original UH-60 and features a four-

bladed rotor, a twin engine setup and is categorized as a medium lift helicopter for both 

military and civilian purposes.  

The helicopter is manufactured by Sikorsky Aircrafts and the original UH-60 flew the first 

flight back in 1974. The UH-60L upgrade entered production in 1989 and was a conversion of 

the exiting UH-60A. 

The major improvements found in the UH-60L are e.g. the HIRSS system (Hover IR 

Suppression System) which is a system designed to cool the engine exhaust gasses in 

forward flight and when hovering.  

Also the limit for the cargo hook is improved and the engines have been upgraded to be 2 

General Electric T700-GE-701C or D Turboshaft engines, Improved gearbox and updated 

flight control system together with an improved night vision compatibility with the ANVIS 

7/HUD, a digital automated flight computer system and an electronic flight information 

system (EFIS). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Specs: 

 Produced by Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation 

 Role Utility helicopter 

 First flight original version in 1974 

 Entered production 1989 (L-version) 

 Status Active and in service 

 Built +600 (L-version) 

 Built +4000 (All versions) 

 

I received this add-on through FSPilotShop and the download went as usual perfect and 

without any issues. The installation was quickly finished and all I had to do was to activate 

the included and very user friendly installation wizard and the installation was completed 

within half a minute or so. 

Well in regards of the installation, then here I found that there are actually included 2 

installers for this aircraft. This is because Cera Simulations has created this helicopter with 

an optional GPS from Reality XP – the GNS 530, so if you have this GPS in your system 

library then you can also use the GPS with this helicopter. If not, then just simply install the 

version using the default FSX GPS. 

 

 

 

I do not have the Reality XP GNS 530 GPS, so the version that I have tested is only the 

version using the default FSX GPS. However I did install both versions just to check the 

difference and what I found was that both versions was actually the same version but when 

selecting the Reality XP version I could of course not get the GPS to work. 

After the installation had completed I of course checked the FSX folders to verify that the 

installation had completed correctly – this seemed to be all perfect and I found the UH-60L 

perfectly located in the FSX/SimObjects/helicopter folder. 

I now opened up FSX and went inside my virtual hangar. Here I found the UH-60L perfectly 

placed in the subfolder of Cera Simulations together with the other add-ons that I have from 

Cera Simulations. In total I found 5 liveries that were included in this add-on package which 

is a fair number of liveries.  



 

Included in the package are also 2 PDF files – a user guide and a checklist. To get the best 

experience of the helicopter I would suggest reading or as minimum skim the files prior to 

flying the helicopter. The helicopter is not that complex when comparing it to other high 

level add-ons, but there are some very important information in the user guide and checklist 

as e.g. an explanation of all the various systems, the specific instrumentation and what the 

various instruments does and how to read/use them correctly. A complete and detailed 

layout of the cockpit together with an easy to read checklist to get the helicopter flying from 

cold and dark etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I started my test with a visual inspection of the helicopter externally. This helicopter is 

extremely detailed and covered with high quality textures. The model is very well made and 

does resemble the real world UH-60L perfectly according to the various images that I could 

find on the internet and on Airliners.Net. 

The model features an extensive number of animations and some of the animations that I find 

the most important are also included. This is animations such as the main rotor and the main 

rotor blades where you can see the impact the changes of collective/pitch angle has on the 

rotor blades – meaning that when I changed the pitch angle of the main rotor blades and 

hereby lifted off the helicopter from the ground, I could actually see the main rotor blades 

bending upwards. 



 

Other external animations are e.g. the wheels rotating, the gear suspension system flexing, 

cargo doors and cockpit doors open and closes, tail rotor etc. All animations are very well 

made and move smoothly when activated. I have only one minus about the external model 

which is the tail wheel animation – when turning the helicopter on the ground it seems that 

the tail wheel is not animated to also turn like when e.g. steering an aircraft with the nose 

wheel. I don’t know if the tail wheel in real life is a fixed wheel and thereby cannot turn, but 

I find it to be strange if that was the fact. 

There are also included various effects to the external model as smoke from the engines and a 

very detailed and crystal clear light effect. The lights that are crated to this model are superb 

and they can all be controlled from the virtual cockpit, this also including the spot located 

just beneath the nose of the helicopter. 

When viewing the UH-60L Black Hawk from the outside it is very clear to me that Cera 

Simulations has put in a lot of effort to get this helicopter to be as perfect and true to real life 

as possible, and I think that they have accomplished their mission perfectly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

After my external inspection I entered the helicopter and now found myself located in a very 

detailed and realistic virtual cockpit. There is no 2D cockpit included in this add-on but 

together with the virtual cockpit is also a complete virtual cabin. 

The level of detailing that I found in both the virtual cockpit and the virtual cabin is most 

certainly high. Everywhere I looked I continued to find new details and taking a closer look 

at these details I found that again an exceptional number of details was actually also 

animated.  

E.g. on the virtual cabins floor I could open and close a small hatch and thereby being able to 

view vertically down – this is where the attachment point of the cargo hook is located. 

Other animations in the virtual cabin are the cargo doors that can be manually controlled 

and I was able to control them incrementally meaning that the positions was not just 100% 

open/closed but 1-100% open/closed. Also the gunner’s windows are animated and my 

experience of the complete virtual cabin was superb. 

Moving ahead to the virtual cockpit I here also found a superbly created virtual cockpit. The 

textures used here and also in the virtual cabin are of a high quality. The depth performance 

is awesome and the finish is perfect with clear and clean edges etc. 

The virtual cockpit also features smooth 3D gauges and the overall panel layout is very 

accurate and resembles the images that I could find of the real UH-60L cockpit panels. The 

virtual cockpit is of course also filled with animations such as clickable switches, working 

pushbuttons, door animations, windscreen at doors, controls as collective, torque pedals and 

cyclic and many other animations which all are made very realistically and with a smooth 

moving when activated. 

The virtual cockpit is true to real life and is kept in the “old style” meaning with old analogue 

instrumentation and no PFD’s, NG’s, EICAS etc which would to be found on the newer 

version – the UH-60M. I did some research and found out that some UH-60L’s actually did 

have a PDF’s early version equipped, but that was not the majority and therefore I would 

characterize this version of the UH-60L to be very authentic. 

The atmosphere that Cera Simulations has been able to create or capture in the virtual 

cockpit and cabin is indeed very realistic and I was quite impressed by this helicopter. I have 

tried several other UH-60 add-ons – primarily as freeware, and this add-on beats them all for 

sure. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The soundset included in this add-on helicopter is a good quality soundset with a clean and 

clear sound. The soundset is not 100% accurate when I compared it to the few sound files 

that I could find on the internet, but the soundset fit the model and adds to the overall 

experience of the helicopter. 

The sound is a deep heavy rotor sound that also includes the uniqueness of the turboshaft 

engines with a turbine whine during start-up of the engines. 

I tested the soundset in both standard stereo, 2.1 stereo featuring a subwoofer and a complete 

7.1 surround sound. This both used with a headset solution and a speaker solution and the 

outcome was really good quality. I only had one little issue when using the 7.1 headset where 

the sound started scratching a bit, but switching over to the stereo eliminated that issue. 

The flight dynamics – well since I have never flown this helicopter in real life I honestly 

cannot confirm whether the flight dynamics are true to real life or just FSX modified. When 

looking at the specs and the fact that this helicopter is a medium size helicopter together 

with my own real life experience, I would accept that the flight dynamics are close to fair and 

true to real life. 

I have to mention that I do find the response of the cyclic to be very slow meaning that when 

applying control action and until the action is carried out / performed, I think takes a long 

time according to what I had expected. The tongue pedals / tail rotor movement is on the 

other hand very responsive but whether this is true or not to real life, I cannot confirm. 

In general taxiing and flying the helicopter is quite easy when e.g. comparing to other heavy 

helicopters made for FSX, and the helicopter is superb in regards of getting it to hover. Here 

it is in fact a great advantage that the cyclic control is not that sensitive. 

Flying low level flights are indeed much fun because when you set the helicopter correctly 

according to rotor pitch and speed, the helicopter just lies extremely steady and is very easy 

to control. One thing that I found out was that to decelerate without changing the altitude 

did require a lot of patience and the KIAS only slowed down slowly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

My conclusion for this helicopter add-on from Cera Simulations is that this is the best UH-

60 Black Hawk that I have yet tried for FSX. I had quite some expectations for this add-on 

since it was created by Cera Simulations and in my opinion they have succeeded perfectly. 

The helicopter features a very accurate exterior model including various liveries and high 

quality textures. Superb light effect and an enormous number of additional animations far 

beyond what I had expected. 

The interior is a perfectly created virtual cabin and virtual cockpit with again an enormous 

number of animations. Also featuring a very accurate cockpit panel layout, smooth 3D 

analogue gauges, high quality textures, a super depth performance and a great finish. The 

level of details are exceptional and the helicopters systems are fully operational meaning that 

you can as a simmer do a cold and dark start-up etc. 

I am very impressed and to top it all I believe that the soundset included also fits the 

helicopter very well – it is not 100% authentic but combining all I find that Cera Simulations 

has really captured and created a very realistic helicopter and cockpit atmosphere. 

I rate this helicopter with a 4/5 star rating and thank Cera Simulation for yet another 

excellent addition to the flightsim community. I would certainly recommend fellow simmers 

to try out this helicopter. 

 

 

 

Rays Aviation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Variants and the UH-60 family (real life) 

 

Utility Variants 

YUH-60A 
The initial test and evaluation version 
 
UH-60A Black Hawk 
Original U.S. Army version 
 
UH-60C Black Hawk 
Modified A version for the C2 missions (Command & Control) 
 
UH-60E 
Proposed troop transport variant for the U.S.M.C. – the UH-60E also responds to CH-60E 
 
UH-60L Black Hawk 
Upgraded UH-60A – new engines, gearbox, flight control system and avionics 
 
UH-60M Black Hawk 
Upgraded UH-60L – improved design, wide chord rotor blades, new engines, gearbox, 
IVHMS system and a new age glass cockpit 
 
UH-60MU Upgrade Black Hawk 
Upgraded UH-60M – integrated fly-by-wire system and a CAAS cockpit suite (Common 
Avionics Architecture System) 

 

Special Purpose 

EH-60A Black Hawk 
UH-60A with modified electrical system and stations for 2 electronic system mission 
operators 
 
YEH-60B Black Hawk 
UH-60A modified for special radar and avionics installation and prototype for stand-off 
target acquisition system 
 
EH-60C Black Hawk 
UH-60A modified with special electronic equipment and external antennas 
 
EUH-60L (no official name assigned) 
UH-60L modified with additional mission electronic equipment for Army Airborne C2 
 
EH-60L Black Hawk 
EH-60A with major mission equipment upgrade 
 



 

UH-60Q Black Hawk (DUSTOFF) 
EH-60A modified for medical evacuation – the name DUSTOFF stands for Dedicated 
Unhesitating Service To Our Fighting Forces 
 
HH-60L (no official name assigned) 
UH-60Lextensively modified with medical mission equipment with e.g. external rescue 
hoist, integrated patient system, OBOGS system (On-Board OxyGen System) and crash 
worthy ambulatory seats etc 
 
HH-60M Black Hawk 
U.S. Army variant of the UH-60M with medical mission equipment (medevac version) 
 
MH-60A Black Hawk 
U.S. Army variant which is a modified UH-60A with additional avionics, night vision 
capable cockpit, FLIR, door guns etc. 
 
MH-60K Black Hawk 
U.S. Army variant modified for special operations which e.g. includes the in-flight refueling 
probe 
 
MH-60L Black Hawk 
U.S. Army variant also modified for special operations – Used by the “Night Stalkers” 
regiment and features similar upgrades as the MH-60K 
 
MH-60L Direct Action Penetrator (DAP) 
U.S. Army variant modified for special operations and is configured as a gunship with no 
troop-carrying capacity 
 
MH-60M Black Hawk 
U.S. Army variant modified for special operations and features the Rockwell Collins 
Common Avionics Architecture System (CAAS) 
 
MH-60 Black Hawk Stealth Helicopter 
One of two (known) special modified MH-60s with stealth technology modification to the 
design to reduce the noise signature 
 
UH-60A RASCAL 
NASA modified version for the Rotorcraft-Aircrew Systems Concepts Airborne Laboratory 
 
VH-60D Night Hawk 
USMC variant – VIP configured HH-60D used for Presidential transport. Later re-designated 
VH-60N 
 
VH-60N White Hawk 
USMC variant – modified UH-60A with features from the SH60B/F Seahawks and used for 
Presidential transport 
 

 



 

Export versions 

UH-60J Black Hawk 
Variant for the Japanese Air Self Defense Force and Maritime Self Defense Force – produced 
under license by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and also known as S-70-12 
 
UH-60JA Black Hawk 
Variant for the Japanese Ground Self Defense Force and also produced under license by 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
 
AH-60L Arpía 
Export version for Colombia. It is a COIN attack version with improved electronics, firing 
system, FLIR radar, light rockets and machine guns. It was developed by Elbit, Sikorsky and 
the Colombian Air Force. COIN = Counter-Insurgence. 
 
AH-60L Battle Hawk 
Export armed version unsuccessfully tendered for the Australian Army project AIR87 
 
UH-60P Black Hawk 
Version for South Korea based on the UH-60L with some improvements 
 
 
 
Sikorsky military model for the export market S-70A 
 
S-70A-1 Desert Hawk 
Royal Saudi Land Forces 
 
S-70A-L1 Desert Hawk 
Aeromedical evacuation version for the Royal Saudi Land Forces 
 
S-70A-5 Black Hawk 
Philippine Air Force 
 
S-70A-6 Black Hawk 
Thailand 
 
S-70A-9 Black Hawk 
Australian version assembled under license by Hawker de Havilland 
 
S-70A-11 Black Hawk 
Royal Jordanian Air Force 
 
S-70A-12 Black Hawk 
Search and Rescue version for the Japanese Air Self Defense Force and Maritime Self Defense 
Force – also known as the UH-60J 
 
S-70A-14 Black Hawk 
Brunei 
 
 



 

S-70A-16 Black Hawk 
Engine test bed for the Rolls Royce Turbomeca RTM 332 
 
S-70A-17 Black Hawk 
Turkey 
 
S-70A-18 Black Hawk 
UH-60P and HH-60P for South Korea built under license in the United Kingdom by 
Westland – also known as the WS-70 
 
S-70A-20 Black Hawk 
VIP transport version for Thailand 
 
S-70A-21 Black Hawk 
Egypt 
 
S-70A-22 Black Hawk 
VH-60P used for VIP transports by the Republic of Korea Air Force 
 
S-70A-24 Black Hawk 
Mexico 
 
S-70A-26 Black Hawk 
Morocco 
 
S-70A-27 Black Hawk 
Search and Rescue version for the Hong Kong Government Flying Service 
 
S-70A-30 Black Hawk 
Argentine Air Force and used for VIP transports by the Presidential Fleet 
 
S-70A-33 Black Hawk 
Royal Brunei Air Force 
 
S-70A-39 Black Hawk 
VIP transport version for Chile 
 
S-70A-42 Black Hawk 
Austria 
 
S-70A-43 Black Hawk 
Royal Thai Army 
 
S-70A-50 Black Hawk 
Israel 
 
S-70C-2 Black Hawk 
China 
 
S-70i Black Hawk 
International military version assembled by Sikorsky’s subsidiary, PZL Mielec in Poland 



 

Specifications (UH-60L) 

 

 

 

General characteristics 

 Crew: 2 pilots (flight crew) with 2 crew chiefs/gunners 
 Capacity: 2,640 lb (1,200 kg) of cargo internally, including 11 troops or 6 stretchers, 

or 8,000 lb (3,600 kg) (UH-60A) or 9,000 lb (4,100 kg) (UH-60L) of cargo externally 
 Length: 64 ft 10 in (19.76 m) 
 Fuselage width: 7 ft 9 in (2.36 m) 
 Rotor diameter: 53 ft 8 in (16.36 m) 
 Height: 16 ft 10 in (5.13 m) 
 Disc area: 2,260 ft² (210 m²) 
 Empty weight: 10,624 lb (4,819 kg) 
 Loaded weight: 22,000 lb (9,980 kg) 
 Max. takeoff weight: 23,500 lb (10,660 kg) 
 Power plant: 2 × General Electric T700-GE-701C turboshaft, 1,890 hp (1,410 kW) 

each 

 

Performance 

 Never exceed speed: 193 knots (222 mph, 357 km/h) 
 Maximum speed: 159 kt (183 mph, 295 km/h) 
 Cruise speed: 150 kt (173 mph, 278 km/h) 
 Combat radius: 368 mi (320 nmi, 592 km) 
 Ferry range: 1,380 mi[127] (1,200 nmi, 2,220 km) with ESSS stub wings and external 

tanks[130] 
 Service ceiling: 19,000 ft (5,790 m) 
 Rate of climb: 1,315 ft/min[131] (4.5 m/s) 
 Disc loading: 7.19 lb/ft² (35.4 kg/m²) 
 Power/mass: 0.192 hp/lb (158 W/kg) 
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